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Like many industries, housebuilding has been deeply affected by the current
world financial situation. We have a responsibility to our investors, employees,
customers and business partners to weather the economic storm and ensure
that the Company is in a strong position when the situation improves.

Corporate responsibility provides benefits to society, the environment and local
economies. It also makes an important contribution to our business success.
It helps us to manage our business effectively, reduce business risk and identify
opportunities for development. Our excellent track record helps us in many
ways, from winning competitive tenders to building communities that appeal
to potential customers.

This report demonstrates the range of our achievements in 2008. We are
particularly proud of the design, innovation and sustainability awards won for our
Oxley Woods development. We also deepened our understanding of building
sustainable homes and communities in 2008, putting us in a strong position to
respond to future demand.

In 2009, we will focus on aspects of corporate responsibility that make sound
commercial sense for our business. We will also continue to maintain our
extremely high standards of health, safety and environmental management.

Katherine Innes Ker
Non Executive Director (Committee Chairman)

CR Committee Chairman’s foreword
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Our excellent track record
helps us in many ways,
from winning competitive
tenders to building
communities that appeal
to potential customers.

“
Corporate responsibility is about managing our
business to make positive social, environmental
and economic contributions to the regions in
which we operate.



Business overview
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A focused homebuilder

Regional office

Other operations
We have exited our
construction activities
in line with the strategy
of focusing on our core
homebuilding operations.

North America Housing
Taylor Wimpey is a top 10
homebuilder in the United
States and also operates
in Ontario, Canada.

Spain & Gibraltar
Taylor Wimpey operates
in three regions in Spain
and also in Gibraltar.

UK Housing
Taylor Wimpey is one of the
largest homebuilders in the
UK with national coverage
from 23 regional offices and
TW City specialist projects.

We build a wide range of
homes in the UK, from one
bed apartments to five
bedroom houses, with prices
ranging from below £100,000
to above £500,000.

We also build affordable
housing across the UK,
which represented 21%
of our 2008 completions.

We operate two core brands
in the UK, Bryant Homes and
George Wimpey.

During the current market
weakness we are focused
on pricing competitively in
each local market, cash
management and cost control.

Overview

Our homes in North America
range from high-rise apartments
in Toronto to full service country
club homes in Florida and from
entry level to luxury homes.

Average selling prices range
from £122,000 in Arizona to
£223,000 in California.

In the United States we sell homes
under the Taylor Morrison brand.
We also have a land development
business which sells lots to other
homebuilders using the Taylor
Woodrow Communities brand.

Our business in Canada trades
under the Monarch brand.

Overview

Our business in Spain is primarily
focused on developing sites in
popular locations.

We announced during 2008
that we are planning to exit our
Gibraltar business, which operates
in the luxury apartment market.

Our operations in both Spain
and Gibraltar are branded
Taylor Woodrow.

Overview

We completed the sale of the
UK business of Taylor Woodrow
Construction on 9 September
2008 and the sale of our
construction businesses
in Ghana on 21 April 2009.

The UK operations employed
approximately 1,500 people
during 2008, with over
1,000 people employed in
the Ghanaian operations
during 2008.

Completions

5,421
Average outlets

234
Average selling price

£175k

Completions

214
Average outlets

20
Average selling price

£270k

Completions

13,394
Average outlets

472
Average selling price

£171k

Areas of operation

Regional office



2008 highlights
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Best architect-designed
houses in the UK

Our Oxley Woods development won yet more prestigious
accolades. We received a Housing Design Award, a RIBA
award and the Manser Medal for the best architect-
designed houses in the UK.

Building Disney’s home
of the future

Taylor Morrison’s Innoventions Dream Home opened
to the public at Disneyland Southern California in 2008.
We expect around 17,000 individuals to visit our
technological home of the future each day.

Energy-efficient homes
reduce carbon emissions

A recent Taylor Wimpey study showed that our standard
homes can use 55% less energy, save 65% in heating,
lighting and hot water bills, and generate 72% less carbon
dioxide emissions than an older home.

EcoHomes award winner

Glasdir in Ruthin, Denbighshire won the BREEAM
EcoHomes 2008 award for Wales and is the first
development in Wales to be built to the EcoHomes
Excellent standard.

Awards for our best
site managers

We won 51 Quality Awards, 10 Seals of Excellence
and two coveted Regional Awards in the NHBC Pride
in the Job Awards 2008.

High levels of
employee commitment

Taylor Morrison scored in the top 10% or top 1% of
North American companies for each of our four key
areas of employee satisfaction.

Safety remains a top priority

We implemented a major new behavioural safety
campaign in the UK and a comprehensive new health
and safety programme for all North American Divisions.

50 years of building
homes in Spain

Taylor Woodrow de España celebrated the Company’s
50th year of building homes in Spain. The Company
has built around 4,000 homes in the Balearics and
in mainland Spain since 1958.



The current economic climate has made 2008 an exceptionally difficult year
for housebuilders. Our highest corporate priority is the long term financial
sustainability of the Company and we continue to believe that both the UK
and North American housing markets remain attractive in the medium and long
term. For the moment, our most pressing corporate responsibility is our duty to
those individuals and groups who may be affected by the impact of the economic
downturn on our business. These groups include our investors, employees,
customers and business partners including suppliers and sub-contractors.

This Corporate Responsibility Report, which covers the period from 1 January
to 31 December 2008, demonstrates that we continue to take our environmental
and social responsibilities extremely seriously. High standards of corporate
governance remain essential and the Board considers that we have continued to
comply with all the provisions of the Combined Code on Corporate Governance
during 2008. Operationally, health and safety continues to be a non-negotiable
top priority for us in all regions in which we operate. We also continue to build
our homes and communities reliably and conscientiously.

Corporate responsibility management
We have a duty to take social, environmental, ethical and economic factors into
account when conducting our business and to play our part in tackling global
imperatives such as sustainable development and climate change.

Our Board-level Corporate Responsibility Committee continues to meet at
least three times a year and is responsible for recommending the Company’s
corporate responsibility strategy, policies, reporting and performance monitoring
to the plc Board. The Committee is made up of Independent Non Executive and
Executive Directors.

The Committee’s remit includes highlighting significant environmental, social and
ethical risks and opportunities for the attention of the plc Board.

Our UK business also has a Sustainability Working Group chaired by our Land
and Planning Director and including Directors from a range of disciplines. In 2009,
the Group will develop recommendations based on a risk and opportunity-focused
approach to corporate responsibility.

Reporting approach
This report is divided into two main sections. The first section is about ‘Our homes
and communities’ and includes five sub-sections looking at different aspects of
how we go about creating sustainable communities.

Our approach
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We continue to take
our environmental and
social responsibilities
extremely seriously.“

Corporate responsibility is a fundamental part
of good governance.

Katherine Innes Ker
Non Executive
Director
(Committee
Chairman)

Pete Redfern
Group Chief
Executive

Norman Askew
Chairman

Baroness Dean of
Thornton-le-Fylde
Non Executive
Director

Andrew Dougal
Non Executive
Director

Corporate Responsibility Committee



Supporting local communities. We aim to support the local communities in
which we build by being a good neighbour, engaging with local residents and
stakeholders as well as building in a considerate fashion. We include examples
of community consultation as well as our support for local communities through
schools programmes and charitable initiatives.

Better by design. How we plan and design our communities has a major impact
on everything from aesthetics to sustainability. We look at a significant range of
issues when designing our homes and developments. In 2008, we continued
to develop our new house type range and won a series of high profile awards.

Environmental sustainability. We include examples of our work in areas such
as energy efficiency, renewable energy use and water conservation as well as
our engagement with stakeholders and customers on sustainability issues. This
sub-section also refers to a comprehensive analysis that we carried out in 2008
on the implications of the UK Government’s Code for Sustainable Homes for
our business.

Enhancing economic growth. Building new communities and enhancing
existing ones can have a major impact on local economies. We build much
needed affordable housing, employ people from our local communities, provide
training and education opportunities and regenerate urban areas. We also
contribute to infrastructure, education, health, transport and other areas through
planning obligations.

Customer care. The text describes our approach to customer care, how we
measure and benchmark ourselves, as well as new initiatives in 2008, such as
developing a new Customer Journey. We also address how we communicate
with customers about sustainability issues and look at feedback from residents
at our award-winning Oxley Woods development.

The report also includes four case studies of developments. Two UK case
studies are EcoHomes Excellent rated Campbell Park in Milton Keynes and our
regeneration of the Raploch estate in Stirling. From North America, we include
award-winning, energy-efficient Mar Bella in Texas and Evergreen, a large scale
environmentally-friendly low-rise residential community in Toronto, Canada.

The second section of the report addresses ‘The way we work’. This focuses
on our management systems and our approach to the key areas of employees,
HSE and supply chain management.

Employees. 2008 has been an exceptionally difficult year for housebuilders and
we regret to report that we have made 3,045 staff redundant across all regions
in which we operate. This sub-section covers our approach to business ethics,
the results of an employee engagement survey, as well as training programmes,
an initiative to encourage women into housebuilding and a series of challenges
to motivate and develop our employees.

Health, safety and environmental management. This sub-section demonstrates
how seriously we take health, safety and environmental issues. It describes
our comprehensive management systems and audits, as well as 2008
initiatives including employee and sub-contractor training programmes. The
text also addresses our approach to climate change, waste, land remediation
and biodiversity.

Supply chain management. The final section of our report addresses our
approach to working in partnership with suppliers and sub-contractors, as well
as how we aim to treat them. It covers green procurement issues and refers to
our logistics company WCL and timber framing company Prestoplan. This
sub-section also describes key supplier vetting and engagement techniques.
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Stakeholder engagement
We aim to be a responsive
Company that listens to
and learns from a wide range
of internal and external
stakeholders. Our primary
stakeholders are:
• Investors
• Customers
• Employees
• Residents and other
groups in the communities
in which we operate

• Suppliers, sub-contractors
and other business partners

• Local, national and
regional government

• Landowners and land agents
• Planners and regulators
• Housing associations
• Trade associations and
industry bodies

• Charities, NGOs and
other groups interested
in sustainable homes
and communities

The different sections of
this report provide numerous
examples of stakeholder
engagement during 2008,
including our work with the
National Trust at Stamford
Brook (see page 13). We
also continue to participate
in the NextGeneration
initiative, set up by
conservation organisation
WWF-UK to encourage best
practice in sustainability in
the residential development
sector (see page 29).

Further details of our corporate responsibility and corporate governance
policies are available on-line at www.taylorwimpey.com/policies including
Terms of Reference for our CR Committee.



Our homes and
communities
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Supporting local
communities
p07

Better by design
p09

Environmental
sustainability
p11

Enhancing
economic growth
p15

Customer care
p17

Being a good neighbour and engaging with community and
other stakeholder groups through consultation, considerate
construction and charitable activities.

Using design to create high quality, cost effective, attractive
and appealing homes and communities that meet our
customers’ needs and wants as well as enhancing the
local area.

Striving to build homes that are ever more energy-efficient,
as well as reducing the environmental impact of our operations
at both a local and global scale.

Making major contributions to the local economies in which
we build through regeneration schemes, affordable housing,
improved infrastructure and increased local employment.

Providing the highest levels of customer care and making our
customers’ home-buying process as simple, straightforward
and enjoyable as possible.

Our five key areas of focus are:

We are committed to building sustainable
homes and communities. By the nature of
our business, we have amajor impact on
the local communities in which we operate
and aim to provide tangible and sustainable
benefits and enhancements wherever we
build. Our Community Policy sets out our
aims in terms of protecting, supporting and
enhancing the communities in which we build.



Community consultation is an important part of the planning process for new
developments and we are committed to engaging with and consulting local
communities and other relevant stakeholders wherever possible. We aim to
work with communities to find the best solutions to development and we try
to ensure that our developments enhance local communities. We also support
community and charitable organisations and encourage our employees to get
involved through volunteering and fundraising.

We often become very involved with the local community during the planning
consultation and during the construction of our developments. One example
is Rose Hill in Oxford where we have actively worked with Oxford City Council,
forming part of a Development Agreement to redevelop and regenerate parcels
within the Rose Hill development. The project will include the removal of the
existing prefabricated homes which have fulfilled their purpose and will be
replaced with 254 modern and comfortable homes. We have engaged with
the local community in a range of ways – taking part in local meetings, running
consultation events, sponsoring a football team, providing play equipment for
the local children’s centre and running projects with the local primary school.
Local residents are extremely supportive of the rejuvenation of Rose Hill and
around 30 residents visited the site to celebrate the official start of building
work in March 2008.

Our Rowner development in Gosport provides an example of community
consultation. As members of the Rowner Renewal Project – along with the
Homes and Communities Agency, local councils and Portsmouth Housing
Association – we are building over 500 environmentally-friendly homes to
regenerate the neglected Rowner Estate and make it into a safe and
attractive area.

Formal consultation on project design and discussion events began in October
2007 to give residents ample time and opportunity to meet the partnership team
and shape the future of their own estate. Representatives from every section of
the community, together with key stakeholders, attended the launch and public
exhibition. The project architects organised a series of public events,
workshops and interviews including a design weekend. One to one

Our homes and communities continued
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Supporting local
communities

We are committed to being a responsible
corporate citizen and a good neighbour
in the communities in which we operate.

Taylor Morrison volunteers in Denver gave their time and skills to help
a wheelchair-bound neighbour during 2008. Working with the local
Home Builders Foundation and trade partners, a group of employees
worked over a six-week period to remodel the bathroom, repair drywall
and repaint the inside of the lady’s house.

Helping in the local community



discussions took place with individual home owners who were concerned about
losing their existing home as part of the redevelopment and question and answer
leaflets were produced for residents. Over 200 local residents, stakeholders and
community groups participated in the events organised by the architects.

The partnership listened to residents and local groups and worked hard to
develop a vision for Rowner that accommodated their requests. The partnership
launched its masterplan after eight months of in-depth consultation and around
100 residents, community groups and local businesses attended the launch
event. Anyone who still had concerns about the development was encouraged
to discuss their views with the partnership. The consultation process will continue
as the project develops, with work on site expected to start in 2009.

Site safety is an important issue for those who live close to our developments
or visit our sites. We have comprehensive procedures in place on all aspects of
visitor as well as worker safety, including signage, protective barriers, site traffic
management and safety training for all relevant personnel. In the UK, we regularly
run school safety campaigns to alert children to the dangers of building sites.

We have strict procedures in place governing behaviour on our sites and seek
to minimise any nuisance to neighbours. We fully support the principles of the
Considerate Constructors Scheme (CCS) and participate in the scheme at
many of our larger sites. In 2008, two of our sites won Bronze Awards in the
annual CCS awards.

We also actively encourage our employees to participate in community and
charitable activities, including running fundraising events. Our North American
Divisions are particularly active when it comes to picking up tools on behalf of
local charities. For example, over 100 volunteers from our operations in Phoenix
and our corporate office helped to refurbish three transitional homes for homeless
families and tidied up the outdoor space for a block of 30 homes during a charity
day for local organisation Save the Family.

Taylor Morrison has also introduced a major new approach to corporate
fundraising as part of an employee development programme (see page 26).
Meanwhile, Taylor Woodrow de España launched the Get Kids Dancing
campaign, an initiative to tackle childhood obesity.

Our homes and communities continued
Supporting local communities
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We often become very
involved with the local
community during the
planning consultation and
during the construction of
our developments.

“

Teaching children about housebuilding

Our Community on the Curriculum
initiative teaches schoolchildren about
housebuilding. Simpson Primary School
in Bathgate in West Lothian, Scotland
took part in the Community in the Making

course module in 2008. They learned
about planning and design issues, met an
architect, planned their own development
and created a welcome display for visitors
at one of our developments.

Further details of our community and charitable policies
are available on-line at www.taylorwimpey.com/policies.
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Our homes and communities continued

Better by design

We strive for joined up thinking, taking a wide range of factors into account
when designing our homes and masterplanning our communities. We aim
to produce designs that are elegant, cost effective and efficient while also
addressing numerous sustainability criteria.

During 2008, we continued to develop our new house type range for the UK.
This process involves a wide internal team specialising in fields from design to
affordability and from health and safety to environmental sustainability. We are
also working closely with our suppliers throughout the design process. All the
new UK house types comply with Secured by Design principles and integrate
the principles of Lifetime Homes to improve accessibility and cater for the
changing needs of our customers. Every home design will also be capable of
achieving level three or higher of the Code for Sustainable Homes.

We use a bespoke planning application template to ensure that our UK planning
applications are consistent, comprehensive and up to date. The document
provides guidance on all aspects of planning, including the social and environmental
aspects of building sustainable communities from community consultation to
flood risk assessments. The template works alongside a comprehensive internal
document that provides a guide to delivering sustainable development.

In 2008, we received a series of major awards that highlight our achievements
in design, masterplanning and build quality. Our award-winning Oxley Woods
development designed by architects Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners received
more accolades in 2008. Oxley Woods won a prestigious RIBA (Royal Institute
of British Architects) award for Southern England and went on to win the 2008
Manser Medal, which is awarded by RIBA for the best one-off house designed
by an architect in the UK. The development has also been shortlisted for the
RIBA Sustainability Award for ‘the building that demonstrates most elegantly
and durably the principles of sustainable architecture’.

Other 2008 awards for Oxley Woods include:
• Large Housebuilder Winner in the Completed Projects category of the Housing
Design Awards;

• 2008 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors South East Award for Sustainability;

• Innovative Housebuilder of The Year in the Housebuilding Innovation Awards; and

• Platinum Award for Green Homes and Gold Award for Design and Innovation
in the HotProperty New Homes Awards.

Our Hopetoun development in Edinburgh also won two awards in 2008 for
quality homes built as part of well designed, sustainable communities. Hopetoun
Village won the Judges’ Special Award and an Urban Large award in the Homes
for Scotland Awards. The judges said that the development “delivers something
special” and “enriches the lives of the people who live there”.

Our aim is to build visually attractive and
vibrant communities where people want
and can afford to live.

In 2008, our Mawsley Village
development near Kettering
won the Best New Build Village
category of the Daily Telegraph
Your New Home Awards. The
judges felt that Mawsley Village
is a unique community and were
impressed by the way it is evolving
in consultation with local people
to include a range of amenities.
The village of 750 homes also
recreates the look and feel of
a traditional Northamptonshire
village and many of the homes
have been constructed in local
materials by local craftsmen
using traditional methods.

Award for best
new build village



In North America, our operations in Houston won six design awards in the regional
Parade of Homes competition and two design-related awards in the annual
PRISM (Professional Results in Sales and Marketing) awards. Taylor Morrison also
won four awards in the Central Florida Parade of Homes. We are always open to
new techniques and ideas that will appeal to our customers and enhance their
lifestyle. For example, Taylor Morrison is the official builder of the new Innoventions
Dream Home attraction in Disneyland Southern California. Working in partnership
with Disney and other companies such as Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard, Taylor
Morrison has built a home where design and futuristic digital technologies blend
together seamlessly. The home includes digitally changing walls and voice
activated home controls, as well as an interactive kitchen and child’s bedroom.

The project has provided an opportunity to work with top technology experts
and explore what the home of the future might be like. It also allows us to
obtain invaluable research data on how visitors interact with the home. Set in
Tomorrowland, the Innoventions Dream Home opened to the public in 2008
and is expected to have around 17,000 visitors per day.

Our homes and communities continued
Better by design
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In January 2009, Taylor Morrison was inducted into the
new Best in American Living Award (BALA) Hall of Fame,
which recognises significant contributions to American
design over the past 25 years. BALA is the foremost
residential design competition in the country and
Taylor Morrison has won 36 BALA statues, more than
any other homebuilder. The Hall of Fame is supported
by the National Association of Home Builders, Better
Homes and Gardens and Professional Builder Magazine.

Making a significant
contribution to
American design



The way that we use land has major environmental implications. We aim to
take environmental considerations into account at every stage of planning and
construction, from undertaking environmental action plans and remediation at
the early stages through to creating energy-efficient homes that will emit fewer
carbon emissions over the lifetime of the building.

We are in the process of building 1,900 homes to level three and 285 homes
to level four of the Code for Sustainable Homes at developments that are under
construction. We continue to build to EcoHomes standards at many of our
developments. Examples of developments planned or under construction to
EcoHomes Excellent standard include Oakham Manor at our Lightmoor Village
in Lawley, Newton Leys and Oxley Gate in Milton Keynes as well as Leybourne
Grange near Maidstone and Greenwich Millennium Village. Our North American
Divisions are also building increasingly energy-efficient homes. All homes built
in Denver and Houston are Energy Star certified while all homes built in California
must meet or exceed Title 24 guidelines for energy conservation.

Renewable energy use
We have many examples of integrating renewable energy into our developments.
We often use solar water heating systems and regularly use photovoltaic cells for
generating electricity. In 2008, we have examples of using air source heat pumps
(for example, at Regis Park in Reading where we are building 50% of homes to
Code level three and 50% to Code level four).

Our Academy Central development in Barking, East London will provide heat to
1,042 apartments and houses through a combined heat and power (CHP) district
heating system which will provide electricity as well as heat. This will provide a total
carbon dioxide emissions reduction from a Building Regulations compliant scenario
of 40% and 20% on-site reduction. The development will also include two energy
centres with biomass boilers serving all homes and apartments.

Our homes and communities continued

Environmental
sustainability

Environmental issues are an increasingly
important aspect of housebuilding in all
of the regions in which we operate.

The homes that we build are extremely energy efficient. A recent
study of a standard Taylor Wimpey townhouse and a Victorian
terraced house of similar size showed that those living in the
home we built could use 55% less energy, save 65% of heating,
lighting and hot water bills and generate 72% less carbon dioxide
emissions. This study was undertaken by an independent energy
assessor at our request.

72%
fewer carbon dioxide emissions
than an older home
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2,185
homes being built to Code for
Sustainable Homes levels



Monarch Homes has recently
been granted a loan through
the Toronto Atmospheric Fund
at its Red at Equinox skyscraper
development. This loan is being
used to purchase energy-efficient
materials and equipment in order
to improve energy efficiency by
over 30% in comparison with an
average equivalent building. The
cost savings in energy consumption
will be used to pay off the loan.

Improving energy
efficiency by over

30%

Water use
Along with using water-efficient fittings and appliances, we have many examples
of other water conservation techniques. We are starting development at Oxley
Gate in Milton Keynes where, as a water conservation measure, we will be using
recycled bath water for flushing toilets in 48 affordable units. A number of our
developments now integrate features such as green or brown roofs and rainwater
harvesting. Our Academy Central development will have green or brown roofs on
the vast majority of houses and apartment blocks and some of our condominium
developments in Toronto also have green roofs.

Many of our developments integrate Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS).
For example, at Newton Leys in Milton Keynes we are using an existing lake and
creating additional lakes to act as balancing ponds as well as wildlife habitats.
We are constructing the elements of the SUDS to deal with a one in 100 year
flood with an allowance for climate change. This ensures that the flood risk for
the development and areas downstream is not increased.

A number of our Divisions in North America integrate drought-resistant planting,
including all homes built in the Phoenix area. Most of our communities in South West
Florida use local native flora that tend to be more drought-tolerant and also use
reclaimed water for irrigation purposes. In Florida and California we use reclaimed
water for irrigation at specific communities.

Encouraging a greener lifestyle
Building highly energy and water-efficient low-carbon homes has a major impact
on our customers’ personal carbon emissions as well as their energy bills. There
are many other ways in which we provide customers with opportunities to reduce
their carbon footprint.

We develop green transport plans for many of our UK sites and regularly build
cycleways and footpaths or fund new bus routes to service our developments.
A number of our developments include cycle storage or washing facilities (see
page 19) and some, such as our Grand Union Village development, include car
clubs. We also promote local authority car share schemes. An increasing number
of our developments integrate Home Zone design principles to create streets
that give priority to pedestrians and cyclists over car users (see page 20). We
are often involved in the provision or funding of education, healthcare and leisure
facilities as well as retail space so that our customers have useful amenities on
their doorstep and less need to travel. We regularly include recycling facilities
within our developments and also increasingly provide composting facilities and
water butts.

All of our customers are automatically put on a green energy tariff from British Gas
or Scottish Power when they move into their new home. Please see our section
on customer care (pages 17 and 18) for more details on how we communicate
with customers about sustainability issues.

Our homes and communities continued
Environmental sustainability
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Red at Equinox, Toronto
Contact Emilio Tesolin



Exploring best practice in sustainability
We are working in close collaboration with the National Trust and Redrow on
our Stamford Brook development in Cheshire and, in 2008, we co-published
a report entitled Delivering Sustainable Housebuilding. The document provides
a national report on the future of large scale housebuilding in the UK, particularly
in the context of delivering environmentally-friendly and zero carbon communities.

The report includes details of what worked at Stamford Brook as well as the
difficulties and challenges that we faced in building a sustainable housing
development. It addresses our practical experience of issues such as delivering
low carbon standards, energy performance, community engagement, procurement,
masterplanning and design as well as the natural environment.

The final report of a major research project at Stamford Brook was also published
in 2008. Led by Leeds Metropolitan University and partly funded by the Department
for Communities and Local Government, the research points the way to achieving
significant improvements in the thermal performance of masonry-built housing and
will guide future changes to Part L of the Building Regulations.

Analysing the Code for Sustainable Homes
During 2008, we undertook a detailed analysis of the implications for our business
of the Code for Sustainable Homes and upcoming changes to building regulations.
This included an examination of the pros and cons of all existing low and zero
carbon technologies that we can use to achieve different Code levels. As a result,
we fully understand the future requirements facing our Company and are well
placed to respond to these changes. We have also introduced new specifications
to our UK businesses on how best to achieve Code levels three and four.
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All of our customers are
automatically put on a green
energy tariff from British Gas
or Scottish Power when they
move into their new home.
“

Our Greenwich Millennium Village development uses
biomass boilers and Combined Heat and Power (CHP).
The latest phase of the development has a fully functional
biomass boiler that provides heat and hot water to 122
apartments. The CHP plant supplies power to undercroft
car parks and sells surplus back to the grid. Taylor Wimpey
is operating these systems, which has given us hands-on
experience that we have used when planning developments
elsewhere in the UK. The heat for the next phase of the
development will be supplied by CHP energy centres
incorporating biomass and gas boilers with biomass
providing 20% renewables.

122apartments served
by a biomass boiler

Our homes and communities continued
Environmental sustainability
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Our Glasdir development in Ruthin, Denbighshire
is the BREEAM EcoHomes 2008 award winner for
Wales and the first development in Wales to be built
to EcoHomes Excellent standard. Glasdir integrates
features such as roof rainwater harvesting, cycle storage
and segregated bins for recycling as well as benefiting
from good transport links despite its rural location and
being within 1,000 metres of local amenities.

Award-winning EcoHomes

Our analysis raised a range of issues, particularly in terms of the cost of achieving
different levels of the Code. As one example worked out with our suppliers and
based on a standard mid-terrace 2.5 storey house type, building a Code level
three home would cost £6,000 more than a conventional home with additional
costs of nearly £15,000 and over £30,000 for a level four and five home
respectively. These are significant additional costs, given that our average selling
price per UK home in 2008 was £171,000.

We are discussing our research findings with the HBF (Home Builders Federation)
and with Government representatives. We are engaging with these groups to
ensure that the Code for Sustainable Homes is achievable and is also financially
viable for housebuilders, landowners and local authorities. We also have to make
certain that the homes we build will be affordable and appealing to customers.

Further details of our analysis of the Code for Sustainable Homes are
available on-line at www.taylorwimpey.com/code



Taylor Wimpey has awarded
further education bursaries
to three students from East
Dunbartonshire as part of our
Builders of Tomorrow programme.
The three students are planning
to study sustainable development,
civil engineering and physics.
Each of them will undertake work
experience with Taylor Wimpey as
part of their university course.

Student bursaries
awarded
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The vast majority of our employees and site workers come from the areas around
our offices and developments. We provide much needed affordable housing in the
UK and are involved in significant regeneration schemes that revitalise areas of the
country. We also contribute significant funds to infrastructure and community
improvements through planning obligations.

We often design or are involved in mixed-use communities that integrate retail or
office units as well as a wide range of vital community facilities. These schemes
can provide a considerable boost to local economies.

Making homes affordable
We recognise the UK Government’s desire to increase the amount of affordable
housing available and, as long as this remains financially viable for housebuilders,
we fully support this aim. In 2008, we built 2,751 affordable homes, 21% of
our total number of homes built. We build affordable housing to the same high
standards as private housing and seek to integrate affordable units throughout
developments to maximise community cohesion. Our Regional Land Teams
work closely with regional stakeholders including local authorities and housing
associations, while our National Partnering Manager liaises with national bodies
such as the Homes and Communities Agency and other Government Departments.

We have introduced a number of measures to make it easier for UK customers
to buy a home in this difficult economic situation. Easy Start and Marketplus
offer our own shared equity scheme for customers, which is available on a limited
basis. Deposit Match helps first-time buyers and home movers by offering to
double their cash deposit by up to 10% of the property value. Major mortgage
lenders have given their support to our financial promotions for shared equity
and Deposit Match.

We also offer homes under Government-backed shared equity schemes, the
First Time Buyers Initiative (FTBI), Ownhome and HomeBuy Direct. We reserved
or completed on 208 FTBI homes during 2008 and offered Ownhome at 17 of
our sites for first time buyers, key workers and individuals in rented social housing.
In terms of Homebuy Direct, we have been allocated funding for 660 units
nationwide and aim to be selling homes on the scheme from April 2009.

Local employment
Raploch (see page 20) provides one example of how we encourage local
employment. Another is our Academy Central development in Barking, East
London where we have a target of recruiting local residents to form at least
25% of the workforce on site and have committed to using local suppliers and
contractors wherever possible.

We also held a programme of workshops to assist smaller sub-contractors in
the development of their risk assessments relating to their activity and necessary
for their employees working on our sites. We require all our sub-contractors to
adopt a wide range of safety procedures. While we expect larger sub-contractors
to undertake their own risk assessment procedures, small contractors are less
likely to have the same resources and require that extra assistance.

Our homes and communities continued

Enhancing
economic growth

Ourwork in building homes and communities
can have amajor economic impact on the
communities in which we operate.

2,751
affordable homes built
in the UK in 2008



Developing a skilled workforce for the future
Taylor Morrison continued to be closely involved with the Future Builders of
America (FBA) initiative in Tampa, Florida during 2008. This initiative helps to
introduce high school students to the range of jobs available in housebuilding.
We sponsored and chaired an FBA chapter at a local high school and were named
Simmons Career Center Business Partner of the Year in recognition of this. In
2008, we worked closely with the school to teach skills, providing training and
bringing in our trade partners to teach modules.

In 2008, we worked with students to build a large playhouse that was sold to
raise funds for the FBA and ran a field trip to one of our suppliers to demonstrate
the procurement process. The FBA programme helps students to find work in
housebuilding and helps our industry to tackle skills shortages.

Community enhancement
Each year, we contribute substantial funds towards infrastructure improvements
and community facilities through UK planning obligations. As an example, we have
consent to build 2,500 homes in East Anton, Andover and have agreed to an
extensive Section 106 agreement. We will provide a community hall (and fund
a community worker), indoor sports facilities, sports pavilion, playing fields and
equipped children’s play areas. We are also funding two primary schools and
will reserve a site for a secondary school. There will be road improvements, new
cycleways and footpaths. We will be introducing a community travel plan and
funded travel coordinator to encourage public transport use, cycling and walking.
As well as agreements in terms of public art and tree planting, there will be two
local centres which will accommodate a health centre, nursery, place of worship
and a public house as well as retail and commercial space. Homes will be built
to EcoHomes Very Good standards with 40% affordable housing.

Our homes and communities continued
Enhancing economic growth
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Monarch was the first housebuilder to participate in a Toronto
District School Board initiative that helps final year students who
are undecided about their career choice to experience work in
construction. Students undergo safety training then spend time
with different trades to learn about their work. Monarch has
provided placements for 13 students since 2005.

13
student placements
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In order to better understand the quality of our customer care, our customer
survey processes in the UK and North America are now undertaken by
independent third parties.

In the UK, we are using two surveys to measure customer satisfaction. The
first is the National New Homes survey undertaken by NHBC (the National
House-Building Council) on behalf of HBF (the Home Builders Federation). Each
of our customers is sent a survey eight weeks after their legal completion date.
The second survey is the NHBC’s own survey, measuring the same elements but
sent to customers nine months after completion. These surveys have become a key
part of our Customer Service Management (CSM) system. The highest performing
regions will be entered for our annual Hallmark Awards for customer service.

Our homes and communities continued

Customer care

Customer care is vital. We aim to treat
customers well, communicate effectively
and provide homes of the highest quality.

The latest results at the end of December 2008 (taken from surveys
between 1 April and 30 June 2008) are:

Customers satisfied or very satisfied with the
service provided during the buying process

Customers satisfied or very satisfied with the
condition of their home on the day they moved in

Customers satisfied or very satisfied with the
quality of their home

Customers who would recommend us to a friend

76.6%

74.0%
79.4%
76.8%

The results at the end of December 2008 (for scores from
1 January to 31 October 2008) were as follows:

Total homebuyer satisfaction

Overall service satisfaction

Overall production satisfaction

Recommendation to family and friends

85.4%
85.1%
85.7%
89.9%

In North America our customer surveys are now undertaken by Avid Advisors,
a customer loyalty management firm that works with over 400 housebuilders
throughout the United States and Canada.

We participate in the NHBC’s Pride
in the Job Awards, which reward
the UK’s best site managers for
creating quality, beautifully finished
homes. This year we received
51 Quality Awards and 10 Seals
of Excellence. Two of our site
managers went on to win the large
builder category for their regions.
Scott Weatherbed was named the
Regional Award winner in the East
and Simon Lee in the South West.

51 Quality Awards
10 Seals of Excellence

2 Regional Awards



Every resident surveyed at our
multi award-winning Oxley Woods
development in Milton Keynes
in 2008 said that they would
recommend their environmentally-
friendly new homes. The
overwhelming response of the
25 residents who had moved
into their homes by the time of
the survey is that they love the
stylish new properties, eco-friendly
features and street scene design
and would certainly recommend
life at Oxley Woods to friends
and family.

Satisfied
customers at
Oxley Woods

In 2008, we developed a new Customer Journey in the UK and introduced an
implementation and training plan that will be completed by all of our regional
businesses by the end of January 2009. The Customer Journey consists of seven
milestones. These entail a series of actions for specific personnel that must be
followed by all business units within set deadlines. The milestones start with initial
reservation and continue beyond legal completion to a one month inspection and,
finally, resolution of any snags. A series of KPIs will allow us to monitor each
business unit’s performance.

Sustainability communications
It is important that we communicate with our customers about sustainability
issues. We have developed a Homebuyer’s Guide to Sustainability that will be
included in all UK customer home owner packs from mid-2009. This document
describes our commitment to sustainability issues and contains a series of
practical environmental tips for customers. Our current home owner packs
contain information on the energy efficiency and environmental performance of
the homes that we build. The new packs will include more specific information
on environmental features plus details on local issues such as recycling schemes
and public transport.

We aim to provide prospective customers with information and guidance on
the sustainability features of our developments. For example, our Evergreen
development in Toronto (see page 22) has an Experience Centre to educate
visitors about green building, while our Oxley Woods development has had
a sustainability education centre and eco-friendly show home.

Awards
Taylor Morrison won a series of sales and marketing awards in 2008. We won
seven awards in the annual PRISM (Professional Results in Sales and Marketing)
Awards organised by the Greater Houston Builders Association. Our Southern
California operations won one MAME (Major Achievements in Marketing
Excellence) Award and several categories of the regional Laurel Awards.

Monarch Corporation achieved third place in the J.D.Power ranking for customer
satisfaction of condominium buyers in the Greater Toronto Area in 2008. We
were also a finalist in the high-rise category of the Tarion Awards of Excellence for
customer service in the Province of Ontario. Readers of Sacramento’s Modesto
Bee newspaper voted Taylor Morrison their favourite area builder for the second
year in a row.

Future plans
Our key area of focus in the UK and North America in 2009 will be on maintaining
and improving customer satisfaction in the key areas measured by the independent
survey processes that we are now using.

Our homes and communities continued
Customer care
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Further details of our customer care policies are available
on-line at www.taylorwimpey.com/policies along with links
to our customer Web sites.
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Campbell Park,
Milton Keynes
Campbell Park is an exemplary, design-led,sustainable, residential development inMilton Keynes.

George Wimpey North Thames is building 280 apartments and townhouses asthe first phase of this development. One third of the homes will be for affordablerental and shared ownership with a percentage available through the Government’sFirst Time Buyer Initiative and HomeBuy home ownership drive.
Every home is being built to the EcoHomes rating of Excellent. All homes will alsohave a National Homes Energy Rating (NHER) of 10, which was the maximumNHER score at the time of planning. Campbell Park homes are highly insulatedto meet the best practice standards recommended by the Government’s EnergySaving Trust.

We have committed to reducing carbon dioxide emissions from the developmentby 10% through renewable energy use. The townhouses will have water heatingsystems powered by solar thermal panels, as will the top two floors of eachapartment block. The apartment blocks will also have solar photovoltaic systemsto generate renewable electricity for lighting communal areas. Surplus energy willbe exported to the National Grid.
The apartment buildings will have living green roofs providing benefits that includeimproved insulation and cooling, reduced storm water run off and provision ofwildlife habitats. We are also providing a communal rainwater collection anddistribution scheme to reduce the need for water in the development’s gardensand other outdoor spaces.

The apartments will have full height windows to allow the maximum amount ofdaylight into rooms. Balconies will feature sliding sunscreens to protect residentsagainst high intensity sun.

We are using materials with a low environmental impact, specifying A-ratedconstructions from the BRE Green Guide rating system wherever possible. Theprincipal elements including the roof, internal and external walls and windowsare all A-rated.

Other features of the development include segregated kitchen bins, communalrecycling facilities for the apartments, home office facilities, cycle storage for allhomes, a free folding bicycle for all one and two bedroom apartments and cyclewashing points. The development is within 500 metres of a bus stop and is afive minute walk away from retail and leisure facilities. Campbell Park is Securedby Design accredited and will provide a largely car-free public realm withunderground parking concealed below landscaped courtyards. The developmentis also registered with the Considerate Constructors Scheme.
Our sales area includes an ‘Eco display’ to explain the sustainability featuresof the development.

Our homes and communities continued
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Our homes and communities continued

Raploch, Stirling
Raploch will provide 900 new homes in what is
one of Scotland’s largest andmost significant
urban regeneration projects.

In a partnership known as R3, George Wimpey East S
cotland and Cruden Homes (East) Ltd

are working with the Raploch Urban Regeneration Com
pany to regenerate Raploch, providing

new homes and job opportunities.

Each home will boast an EcoHomes rating of Very Go
od – a first for Scotland. We are

building the homes to high design standards and orie
nting them to provide views over nearby

Stirling Castle. We are providing 30% of the homes for affordable rental and also ran a priori
ty

purchase scheme.

Raploch’s new Resource Centre opened in 2008. It pro
vides an exhibition space for community

consultation events and the Raploch Recruitment Offic
e. Over the course of the development,

R3 and our sub-contractors will create 100 operative
jobs, 100 training placements and 25

apprenticeships, which will be coordinated through th
e Recruitment Office.

R3 supported the award-winning Breaking the Mould
programme, which led to jobs for

12 previously unemployed local women who are now
qualified in construction skills. R3

is also supporting Forth Construction in its aim of help
ing small and medium-sized enterprises

to tender for construction contracts. We have employ
ed sub-contractors as a result of

this initiative and continue to provide workshops, men
toring, advice and support for

sub-contractors and local businesses. Furthermore, R
3 has ringfenced substantial funds

to help the creation and development of local commu
nity enterprises.

Extensive consultation and engagement continue to t
ake place in Raploch. In 2008,

Raploch’s Urban Regeneration Company won the Go
vernment Opportunities Sustainability

Award for the positive social and economic impact of
the Raploch regeneration. R3 was

shortlisted for the best regeneration partnership betw
een a developer and the public sector

in the Housebuilding Innovation Awards 2008.

Other innovations at Raploch include an ongoing com
posting trial with WRAP (the Waste

Resources Action Programme) on using compost as
opposed to imported topsoil on

construction projects. We applied the WRAP Regenera
tion Guide principles to the development

and identified material recovery practices that could le
ad to potential cost savings of up to

£60,000 and 500 fewer vehicle movements.

A green travel plan is being developed for the site and R
aploch will integrate Home Zone design

principles to encourage walking rather than car use. Th
e site is Secured by Design accredited.
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Our homes and communities continued

Mar Bella,Texas
Taylor Morrison is developing themasterplanned community of Mar Bella inLeague City, Texas.

The name, which is Spanish for ‘beautiful sea’ reflects the community’s proximityto the coast as well as the interior lakes that will be the most visible features of theMar Bella masterplan.

All 1,235 homes will be accredited under the USA Environmental Protection Agencyand the USA Department of Energy’s Energy Star programme. Mar Bella homesare actually being built to substantially higher standards of energy efficiency andenvironmental protection than Energy Star requires.
Environmental features inside the homes include extensive insulation as well asenergy-efficient water heating, ceiling fans and air conditioning. Low emittancewindows with tinted glass keep homes cool in summer and warm in winter.
The community has a coastal landscape theme and includes extensive landscaping.There are 30 acres of parks and open spaces for residents to enjoy, including a four-mile bicycle and walking trail system.
There are 55 acres of amenity lakes with aquatic planting and a winding trail system.They will provide wildlife habitats and recreation as well as serving as detentionponds for storm water run-off. The community also includes a 46-acre coastal naturepreserve owned by the City of League City that will be protected as a sanctuary formigratory birds.

Opened in 2008, the community’s new waterfront recreation centre covers 3.5 acresof land and includes a pavilion, a pool with bathhouse, a children’s splash pad anda playground.

The community will include 75 acres of commercial space for retail and other uses.This is being designed to architecturally blend in with the homes, the nature preserveand the coastal setting of the community. In addition, a 100-acre school educationvillage with an elementary, middle and high school for the community is being builtnext to Mar Bella.

An important feature of the homes is hurricane protection, including robust hurricaneshutters. Thanks to our construction practices, Taylor Morrison homes sustainedminimal damage during Hurricane Ike in 2008, despite the hurricane being one ofthe most destructive to ever hit the USA.
Mar Bella won Best Overall Design, Best Kitchen, Best Design and Best CurbAppeal in the Greater Houston Builders Association Parade of Homes Awardsand Interior Design of the Year in the regional PRISM (Professional Results inSales and Marketing) Awards.
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Our homes and communities continued

Evergreen,
Toronto
Evergreen is a large scale, environmentally-
friendly, low-rise residential community
providing 202 town and single family homes.

Monarch Corporation is building all homes to recognisable green building and
energy efficiency standards known as LEED for Homes (LEED-H) and Energy
Star. By integrating LEED-H and Energy Star in each home, Evergreen could
potentially save residents about CAN$1,000 a year in energy bills in comparison
with conventionally built homes.

Construction materials include 100% recycled drywall and carpet as well as 85%
recycled trim and millwork. We are also committed to using less carbon intensive
concrete, steel, lumber and masonry material. We have been awarded points in
the certification scheme for using locally sourced materials that are extracted,
manufactured and shipped to site from a distance of less than 500 miles. We have
also committed to cut water consumption and construction waste sent to landfill
by 50%.

We have an Experience Centre on the site that is open to members of the public
as well as potential customers. It helps visitors to understand what green building
entails and why it matters.

Located in Toronto’s popular Midland and St Clair area, Evergreen is being built on
previously developed ‘brownfield’ land. The community’s central location means
that there are excellent amenities on the doorstep and that public transport is
easily accessible.

This community is part of Monarch’s evolution towards increasingly environmentally-
friendly homes and construction practices. Monarch Corporation has also built
the first house in Canada and the second in the world to be certified to the
LEED Gold standard. Evergreen will be enormously valuable to us as a company
in terms of research on green construction practices. It will also help us to
understand consumer interest in and demand for more energy-efficient and
environmentally-friendly buildings. One of the key points about Evergreen is that
this development is not being subsidised with public money at all. We want our
green buildings to be profitable and, therefore, to be repeatable on a large scale.

Evergreen also provides a unique opportunity for us in terms of collaboration.
We are working with the City of Toronto on this project and will be involved
in designing the Green Development Standards that will in future govern all
construction work in the Greater Toronto Area. Our research and trials on
Evergreen will help to shape a standard that is practical and effective for
production home builders to achieve.
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Employees
p24

Health, safety and
environmental
management
p27

Supply chain
management
p32

Key human resources issues include how we treat our
employees and, as part of this, the provision of training and
development opportunities for them. This sub-section also
addresses the standard of behaviour that we expect of our
employees in their day to day work.

This sub-section identifies how we tackle health, safety and
environment (HSE) including details of our management and
audit systems. The text covers training schemes for employees
and sub-contractors, as well as our approach to issues such
as climate change, waste, land remediation and biodiversity.

Key supply chain management issues include how we treat our
suppliers and sub-contractors, as well as the standards that we
expect of them in areas such as health, safety and environment.
The text describes our approach to green procurement as well
as supplier engagement and vetting practices.

Our three key areas of focus are:

The following section of this report looks at
the way that wemanage our business in the
areas of human resources, HSE and supply
chain management.

The way
we work



In 2008, we were involved in a series of television programmes entitled
Careers for Women which were shown on Sky TV and elsewhere. Three women
employees in the UK – our Group HR Director, a regional Managing Director
and a Field Sales Manager – talked about their experience of working in
housebuilding and the opportunities for women.

Housebuilding careers for women

The way we work continued
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Employees

Regrettably, the current economic situation means that much of our focus in 2008
has been on restructuring and redundancy management. Financial restraints have
necessitated tight control upon expenditure, including training and development.

We made 3,045 staff redundant during 2008 across all regions in which we
operate. Our aim is to treat these employees fairly and considerately. We try
to communicate bad news as sensitively as possible and, in the UK and North
America, we provide outplacement assistance to help individuals in areas such
as CV development, interview skills and transference of skills to industries less
affected by the economic downturn.

Ethics and business practice
We aim to provide all of our employees with a safe place to work and to treat them
fairly and with respect.

Taylor Morrison launched a new company mission in 2008 following extensive
consultation with employees throughout North America. As part of this process,
we developed a team member commitment statement on how we promise to
treat our employees, as well as guiding principles that state what standard of
behaviour we ask of them. We held meetings with all staff to discuss the new
mission and values and have poster-sized versions of the statements on
display. Further guidance for staff is available in the Taylor Morrison Team
Member Handbook.

In the UK, employee behaviour is governed by our Taylor Wimpey Code of
Conduct. This sets out how we aim to treat employees and what we expect
of them. All of our human resources policies were reviewed and revised in 2008
and are now published in the form of the new Taylor Wimpey Team Handbook.

We support the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
have a human rights policy. We have strict equal opportunities policies and
have processes in place in the UK and North America with regard to grievance
procedures and whistleblowing.

Employee engagement
We aim to communicate openly, honestly and effectively with our employees.
Corporate intranets and our teamtalk quarterly magazine keep employees up

We are committed to treating our employees
fairly and developing their potential.
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to date with Group news and developments. UK employees can opt to receive
daily e-mail news alerts while Taylor Morrison employees receive e-newsletters
and Quikconnects – internal e-mails used for important messages.

We undertook our annual employee engagement survey in North America during
2008. The on-line survey contains 42 questions designed to measure team
members’ rational and emotional commitment to their day to day work, their
direct manager, their team and the Company. The survey also measures team
members’ levels of discretionary effort and their intent to stay with the
organisation. Results are compared with a database of 500,000 employee
responses from 300 companies. The Company’s overall engagement score
was a very positive 5.74 out of a possible 7.0.

Taylor Morrison’s engagement score was in the 90th or 99th percentile of
benchmark companies for each of the four key areas surveyed. The results
will be used for developing action plans to tackle any issues that arose.

Training
In the UK we continue to support the Construction Skills Certification Scheme
(CSCS), which aims to improve the quality of workmanship and reduce accidents
throughout the construction industry. CSCS cards provide proof of occupational
competence and, in order to obtain a card, applicants must pass a relevant
health and safety test and prove that they have the necessary qualifications to
be competent in their work. At the end of 2008, 91% of our workforce, including
sub-contractors, was carded. We are aiming for 100% compliance by the end
of 2009.

All members of the UK sales and marketing teams have received intensive training
in sales techniques, incentives and the Customer Journey (see page 18). Sales
Management have participated in further recruitment and selection training as well
as team leadership development workshops. The 2007 UK Graduate Scheme
intake also continued its development programme during 2008.

In North America, we introduced a new leadership development programme to
ensure that we continue to develop our employees’ capabilities despite the current
economic situation.

We aim to communicate
openly, honestly
and effectively with
our employees.“

Emotional commitment

Benchmark average

Taylor Morrison score

Benchmark average

Taylor Morrison score

Benchmark average

Taylor Morrison score

Benchmark average

Taylor Morrison score

Rational commitment

Discretionary effort

Intent to stay

5.66

6.29

4.09

4.45

5.84

6.26

5.15

5.97

Taylor Morrison employee engagement scores
Note: scores are out of a possible 7.0

The way we work continued
Employees



Encouraging careers in construction
In 2008, Taylor Wimpey received confirmation that it will be included in the
Cambridge 25 – a select group of employers recommended to University of
Cambridge graduates and involved in the university’s recruitment initiatives.

Our Breaking the Mould initiative at Raploch (see page 20) provided work
placements for local unemployed women. See pages 15-16 for other examples
of initiatives encouraging students into careers in housebuilding.

Challenging employees
In 2008, we introduced a series of competitions to encourage our employees to
challenge themselves. The first, the Taylor Morrison Challenge, ranks each of our
Divisions every month on a series of 12 key metrics, from financial performance to
staff turnover, customer satisfaction and health and safety. The top Division at the
end of each year will receive a trophy.

We also developed a new programme called Peak Performance which focuses on
developing and maintaining a healthy and motivated workforce in North America.
The programme will be launched to all employees in 2009. One aspect of Peak
Performance is a series of team and individual physical challenges and training
opportunities – such as running half marathons – to help people have fun getting
and staying fit.

A second aspect encourages social responsibility and volunteerism. We will
sponsor and work with employees to fundraise for the Special Olympics, which
empowers individuals with intellectual disabilities to become physically fit. Each
Division will also select a charitable volunteer from among their staff each quarter.
The chosen employees will receive public recognition and a donation to the
charity they volunteer with.

Targets
In 2009, our key area of training in the UK will be with our sales force to focus on
sales and customer satisfaction. Across the full UK operation, emphasis will be
upon talent management and implementation of succession plans to enable us
to emerge from this challenging market in a position of strength.

Taylor Morrison will focus on training and development as well as launching the
Peak Performance programme. Our key objectives remain fair treatment and
respect for employees, their development and competitive rewards for them
as well as transparent practices and policies that reward performance equally
across the Group.

The way we work continued
Employees
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Further details of our employee policies are
available on-line at www.taylorwimpey.com/policies.

Taylor Morrison has introduced the Big Idea, a competition inviting all North
American employees to submit their big ideas for improving the Company.
The judges – our Group Chief Executive and Taylor Morrison’s President –
are looking for innovative thinking combined with practical, workable and
cost-effective ideas. The two best ideas are announced each quarter with
two overall winners selected each year.

Encouraging innovation with the Big Idea

“Taylor Wimpey will beincluded in the Cambridge
25 – a select group of
employers recommended
to Cambridge graduates.
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In the UK, we have a fully integrated HSE (health, safety and environmental)
management system. In North America, the health and safety programme
is consistent across all of our Divisions, while environmental management is
dealt with at a Divisional rather than national level due to differences in regional
legislation. We take responsibility for how our business affects the environment
on a global as well as a local level.

Our comprehensive HSE management system is updated frequently to
incorporate new legislation and best practice. For example, the Strategic Forum
for Construction published best practice guidance on tower crane working
conditions in 2008. We immediately reviewed our tower crane manual and
processes to ensure that we continue to meet best practice. We continue to
introduce specific safety initiatives on sites where our accident trends identify
an area of improvement.

All of our UK sites are internally and externally audited for compliance with
Construction, Design and Management regulations, as well as our comprehensive
Environmental Management System (EMS). We have six regional HSE advisors
who undertake internal audits and RSK ENSR Environment Ltd, RG Wilbrey and
C-MIST provide external inspections and audits. In addition, the management
team of each regional business has a full HSE review meeting three times a year
where we highlight national and local issues and introduce new safety initiatives.
We also produce a monthly UK Board report on all HSE issues and incidents.

The way we work continued

Health, safety and
environmental management

Health and safety remains a top priority of
our business andwe take environmental
issues extremely seriously.

100%
ofrelevant Taylor Morrison
employees completed the
OSHA 10-hour training in 2008

UK

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

North America*

Spain

Gibraltar**

0.315

0.296

0.212

0.041

0.350

0.371

0.945

0.828

All reportable injuries
(injury frequency rate per 100,000 hours worked)

UK

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

North America*

Spain

0.076

0.057

0.030

0.041

0.000

0.093

0.000

0.000

Major injuries
(injury frequency rate per 100,000 hours worked)

Gibraltar

It is with great sadness that we report the death of two members of the public in
a traffic accident involving a Taysec vehicle at an earthworks operation on a road
in Ghana. Whilst the police report concluded that Taysec was not liable for this
tragic accident, we have reviewed our safety procedures at the site and made
further improvements.

* Please note that the injury frequency rate for North America does not include sub-contractors
** Please note that the injury frequency rate for Gibraltar equates to just four accidents in 2008 and five accidents in 2007



In 2008, Taylor Morrison’s Tampa
operations helped with the safety
training of more than 250 trade
partners and introduced monthly
community safety meetings with
all trade partners in the area.
Taylor Morrison also founded and
continues to play a very active role
in the Tampa Bay Safety Alliance of
homebuilders and trade partners.
In 2008, the Safety Alliance focused
on fall protection and introduced
the NAHB Fall Protection training
programme for members.

250
trade partners
received safety
training

RSK ENSR also runs an environmental incident helpline on our behalf, providing
immediate specialist advice and information to deal with any problems or queries
that any of our staff may have. As part of this service, RSK ENSR will visit sites to
validate any remediation that needs to be undertaken as the result of an incident.
We also have an Environmental Review Group that meets quarterly and analyses
the effectiveness of our EMS.

In 2008, we identified a ‘hit list’ of the top 20 critical HSE measures that have
to be adopted on all of our sites. We audited every development to ensure that
these 20 measures were integrated and embedded on all sites.

In North America, we implemented the company-wide health and safety programme
developed in 2007, as well as accompanying training and a new audit system. We
introduced a mandatory health and safety training programme for all employees.
Our health and safety matrix assigns each category of employee a certain set of
obligatory and further optional courses, according to his or her responsibilities.
These courses were designed with input from senior management from all
Divisions and will be reviewed and tailored annually.

The majority of courses are available on-line although groups such as construction
field personnel have additional training requirements beyond the on-line courses,
such as the OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) 10-hour
course. The training is monitored and progress monitored monthly to ensure strict
compliance. Extra points are awarded in the audit for additional discretionary
training courses undertaken. We also introduced a specific Personal Safety and
Security Training module now required for sales people which addresses the
unique exposures faced by sales people in the field. In 2008, 93% of Monarch
employees and 100% of all other Taylor Morrison employees completed their on-
line training in full. 100% of relevant Taylor Morrison employees completed the
OSHA 10-hour training.

Our new audit system involves twice yearly independent third-party inspections
of all sites. Targets are set to ensure continual improvement and, for 2008, all
sites across North America met or exceeded target performance.

Each Division produces an annual Continuous Improvement Plan that includes
focus areas for employees as well as objectives for individual job sites. We also
run internal awards for site of the year and most improved site.

The Taylor Morrison North America Health and Safety Program, which includes
a detailed audit process, was recognised as a finalist and first runner-up in the
Single-Family Builder Safety Program of the Year in the 2008 National Association
of Home Builders Safety Award for Excellence (SAFE) Awards.

In the UK, we undertake regular training schemes to ensure the competency of
our workforce. In 2008, we introduced a major new behavioural safety campaign
entitled Winning Hearts and Minds. We want to ensure that members of our
workforce are personally committed to health and safety and ‘want to’ follow our
procedures, rather than simply complying with a list of rules and regulations that
they ‘have to’ adhere to. We set up a series of behavioural workshops to train all
site and production managers, who are extremely influential and have a crucial
responsibility in terms of setting the tone for behaviour on site.

In 2008, we signed a national agreement with Rocksure Systems to provide
our sales personnel with the Peoplesafe lone worker safety system. Rocksure
Systems’ Peoplesafe in association with Taylor Wimpey won the Best Innovation
in Technology category of the Housebuilding Innovation Awards 2008.

The way we work continued
Health, safety and environmental management
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We introduced a new Site HSE Induction Programme
in 2008. The induction is designed to get key messages
to all operatives in such a way as to gain their agreement
to work together towards improved safety for all on site.
The packages were developed to allow the induction to
also be given to migrant workers and are available in 13
different languages from Albanian to Turkish.

Induction pack available
in 13 languages

Also in 2008, we started to
measure emissions from our
offices and car fleet as part
of our involvement with the
CBI on climate change.
“

We continue to run regular HSE workshops for suppliers and sub-contractors.
Whenever we introduce a new procedure, each of our regional businesses will
provide training workshops for the contractors or suppliers.

The Minister for Work and Training in the Government of the Balearic Islands
presented Taylor Woodrow de España with the renewal of our OHSAS
18001:2007 certification in 2008. We were one of the first companies in Spain
to achieve certification to the 2007 standard and the Minister praised our health
and safety performance. The environmental management system covering our
Los Arqueros Golf and Country Club is also certified to ISO14001.

We had no cases of non-compliance with environmental legislation during 2008.
Ontario Ministry of Labour inspectors issued Monarch Corporation with 15 minor
health and safety orders, none of which resulted in any work stoppage.

Climate change
As a housebuilder, we have a responsibility to minimise carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gas emissions. Our Chief Executive Pete Redfern sits on the CBI
(Confederation of British Industry) Climate Change Board and has ultimate
responsibility for the Company’s strategy on climate change. Our Sustainability
Working Group is tasked with developing our UK approach to climate change and
a Staff Guide to Climate Change is available on our UK intranet site. The Company
has a Climate Policy and developed a Climate Change Risk Assessment in 2008.

In 2008, the NextGeneration initiative undertook a climate change benchmark
of the UK’s 20 largest housebuilders. This benchmark – which was undertaken
while we were in the process of integrating our two legacy businesses after the
merger – placed Taylor Wimpey eighth in terms of climate change performance.
We have analysed the results of the benchmark and our Sustainability Working
Group (see page 4) will be identifying key areas for improvement during 2009.

Also in 2008, we started to measure emissions from our offices and car fleet as
part of our involvement with the CBI on climate change. Once we establish a
baseline figure in 2009, we will report against that baseline in future CR Reports.
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Waste
In the UK, we worked closely with BRE to develop a bespoke system of Site
Waste Management Plans for all of our sites. We also have a proactive working
relationship with Wastefile, who are tasked with assisting us to reduce waste on
sites and increase the percentage of waste that can be recycled or re-used. Waste
champions from each of our regional businesses meet regularly to exchange best
practice and improve UK performance. Our UK Waste Working Group meets
quarterly and is developing a new waste strategy. We are also reducing waste at
the design stage as part of the development of our new house type range. We
continued to work with WRAP (Waste and Resources Action Programme) in 2008,
inviting them to run workshops and presentations for our staff as well as engaging
with them on best practice. See page 32 for a Taylor Morrison example of working
with suppliers on waste reduction.

Land remediation
Regeneration is a significant part of our UK business, transforming areas of land
that may be derelict and are often contaminated, into desirable places to live. We
built 67% of our homes on brownfield land in 2008. By redeveloping brownfield
land, we preserve and regenerate scarce land resources and have positive
impacts on local environments and communities.

The Taylor Wimpey Land Assessment and Management Process (LAMP) covers
our approach to technical issues associated with land, including remediation,
geotechnics, flooding, ecology, archaeology and others. During remediation, we
seek to manage soils sustainably, maximising recycling and minimising disposal
to landfill wherever possible.

Biodiversity
As a housebuilder, we have a responsibility to protect species and wildlife habitats
in the areas in which we build. We also try to enhance the ecological value of sites
where possible. In 2008, we introduced a new software system in the UK to make
it easier for our regional businesses to develop the Site Specific Environmental
Action Plans (SSEAPs) that we require for all of our sites. SSEAPs provide
information about a wide range of environmental aspects of a site and help us
to ensure that we take biodiversity into account throughout the build process.

As a housebuilder, we
have a responsibility
to protect species and
wildlife habitats in the
areas in which we build.
“

General waste

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

Plasterboard waste

Total tonnage of waste
per UK housing unit

4.09

4.50

1.05

0.61

5.14

5.11

Tonnage of waste per UK housing unit
(tonnes)

Percentage of waste segregated

2007

2008

2007

2008

2007

2008

Percentage of waste recycled

Percentage of waste sent to landfill

86

85

76

79

24

21

Waste segregation on UK housing sites
(%)
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We are using a range of sustainable remedial techniques on our
multi-million pound reclamation of the former Peugeot Citroen car
production facility in Coventry. These include large scale ex-situ
bioremediation, in-situ multiphase phase vacuum extraction and
a technique called monitored natural attenuation (MNA). All of the
concrete and brick from the demolition is being crushed, screened
and reused within the site, and all of the steel and metalwork is
being recycled off site. A groundsman’s hut on site was also
donated to a local amateur boxing club.

Remediating contaminated land

Our Stamford Brook development in Cheshire won the Natural Environment
category of the Waterways Renaissance Awards 2008 which are run by The
Waterways Trust and the British Urban Regeneration Association. In the largest
river restoration project in England, the previously canalised Sinderland Brook
has been turned back into a meandering stream with its natural floodplain.

A large number of our sites provide wildlife areas to protect local biodiversity.
Taylor Morrison is building the Terracina community in Orlando, Florida adjacent
to pristine wetland. Our land team worked in partnership with the local district
water management team and the US Army Corp of Engineers to protect
biodiversity. We created a seven-acre pond and a 50-foot-wide wildlife corridor
through the site. The community is also bordered by a 50-foot-wide conservation
easement that will be left in its natural state. Deer and black bear are regularly
seen at Terracina while the pond provides a habitat for native wading birds and
the Florida Mottled Duck. In 2009, we will plant thousands of native trees at
Terracina and we are working on fish stocking and other programmes.

Targets
We have a series of HSE training programmes planned for site management,
UK Management Teams and Non Executive Directors in 2009, emphasising that
everyone in the Company has responsibility for HSE. In the UK, we have set
ourselves a target of a 10% reduction in the RIDDOR health and safety incident
rate when compared with our 2008 RIDDOR rate of 680. We also aim to reduce
construction waste by 10% and increase recycling on site by 5% in 2009.

In North America we will use the results from our new audit system to develop
appropriate action plans for Divisions. We have a target of 100% compliance
with our on-line health and safety training and the OSHA 10-hour training. We
want Taylor Morrison to be in the top percentile of North American builders in
terms of health and safety performance.

Further details of our HSE policies are available
at www.taylorwimpey.com/policies.

67%
ofUK homes built on
brownfield land in 2008
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We aim to treat our suppliers and sub-contractors fairly and with respect, which
includes paying them promptly for goods and services. We are proud of having
a large number of suppliers and sub-contractors who have been working with
us for one or more decades.

HSE issues form part of our supplier and sub-contractor selection criteria and we
aim to do business with those who understand and aspire to our business aims
and values.

We tend to have national agreements in place with suppliers in the UK for greater
effectiveness and sustainability. In North America, suppliers tend to be chosen at
a Divisional level. The vast majority of our sub-contractors in the UK, Spain and
North America come from the areas around our offices and developments. We are
committed to working with local individuals and businesses as far as possible.

Green procurement
Our Environmental Procurement Policy governs the way that we approach green
procurement issues in the UK and states a preference for using materials and
processes that have a lower environmental impact. As of the end of 2008, we
are using only A-rated appliances for our new homes in the UK. We also seek
to use locally sourced, recycled and reclaimed materials where available and
cost effective.

We are committed to procuring timber from sustainable sources through approved
schemes such as the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).

The examples throughout this report demonstrate that we have wide experience
of meeting exacting environmental procurement requirements.

Supplier engagement
A key part of our approach to supplier management is SOLVE in the UK and
our Vendor Portal in North America. SOLVE (Supplier Online Vetting Evaluation)
provides a web portal where prospective suppliers and sub-contractors can
register and fill in or update a vetting form. The vetting form requires in-depth
information about business operations, including approach to and performance
in areas such as HSE. SOLVE identifies whether the applicant company has
reached Taylor Wimpey’s prequalification standards to ensure that we only work
with companies that are able to meet our standards.

In 2008, we finished rolling out our Vendor Portal to all North American
Divisions. The Vendor Portal is internet-based and provides a valuable supplier
communication tool. The on-line system provides trade partners with information
on the current status of their work, as well as purchase orders, accounts payable
and scheduling information. A wide variety of trades and suppliers have provided
positive feedback to our Divisions on the roll out of the Vendor Portal.

Also in 2008, Taylor Morrison introduced a Lean Construction Process in four
Divisions. A distilled version of a Six Sigma driven manufacturing process
improvement methodology, this process focuses on identifying and eliminating

As a housebuilder, we rely on a large number of
suppliers and sub-contractors and strive to work
in partnership with them.

The way we work continued

Supply chain management

Our timber frame housing
business, Prestoplan, uses
exclusively FSC, SFI (Sustainable
Forestry Initiative) or PEFC timber
from sustainable sources and
has its own PEFC Chain
of Custody Accreditation.
Prestoplan is certified to
ISO14001, accredited to the
UK Timber Frame Association’s
Q Mark Plus and is registered
to ISO9001 and OHSAS18001.
The Company is also a CHAS
(Contractor Health and Safety
Assessment Scheme) Accredited
Contractor. Prestoplan has an
enviable track record for delivering
timber frame solutions that meet
the most challenging of design
and construction criteria.

Timber frame
solutions



waste in the construction process. The cornerstone of this process is tapping into
the expertise of our trade and supplier partners to get them directly involved in
recommending changes to reduce or eliminate waste. Our Divisions prioritised
recommendations based on ease of implementation and financial impact before
drawing up action plans. This process has reinforced our partnerships with our
trades and suppliers and we also expect to save several hundred thousand dollars
per Division once our action plans are put into place.

Our contractual agreements in all regions in which we operate require sub-contractors
to ensure that their employment practices comply with all relevant health, safety and
employment legislation. In the UK and North America we require sub-contractors to
ensure that their employees have a legal right to work in the country.

Targets
In the UK in 2009 we will focus on environmental areas that bring commercial
benefits, such as further reducing waste and increasing recycling. We will also
continue to work with suppliers to reduce the amount of packaging that they
use for deliveries to our sites.

In North America, we plan to introduce the Lean Construction Process in further
Divisions between January and April 2009.

The examples throughout
this report demonstrate
that we have wide
experience of meeting
exacting environmental
procurement requirements.

“
Further details of our supply chain management,
environmental procurement and timber policies
are available at www.taylorwimpey.com/policies.

We are the only UK housebuilder to operate our own materials
logistics operation. WCL supplies products to a range of
Taylor Wimpey sites throughout the UK as well as other
customers. WCL sources bulk materials from manufacturers
and prepares ‘just in time’ deliveries of buildpacks throughout
the build process. This approach reduces the number of lorry
journeys per load by consolidating materials into single
deliveries, thereby saving transport emissions and reducing
on site traffic.

Reducing emissions with
‘just in time’ buildpacks
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